
Linuxhotel Hackathon and DevSummit • July 7–9 • 
Essen, Germany https://wiki.freebsd.org/DevSummit/201707 • The 2nd annual 

FreeBSD Hackathon and DevSummit will be held in the park-like setting of the 
Linuxhotel Villa Vogelsang. Registration is required and there is a 
nominal fee to cover lodging and food.
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The following BSD-related conferences will take
place during the summer of 2017.

BSDCam • August 2–4 • Cambridge, UK
https://wiki.freebsd.org/DevSummit/201708 • The Annual Cambridge

FreeBSD DevSummit will take place at the University of Cambridge. Registration is
required, lodging is available, and there is a nominal fee to cover meals.

SUMMER OF 2017                                      BY DRU LAVIGNE

Openhelp • August 12–16 • Cincinnati, OH
https://conf.openhelp.cc/ • This annual conference brings together leaders in
open-source documentation and support, as well as people from across the technical
communications industry who are interested in community-based help. Several mem-
bers of the FreeBSD documentation team will be in attendance and there will be a

FreeBSD documentation sprint on August 14 and 15 (in-person and on #bsddocs on IRC EFNET). 
There is a nominal registration fee to attend this event.
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FreeBSD support for the ARM architecture has historically been a grassroots affair, and

for a whole host of embedded platforms this works well. With the launch of ARMv8,

the development of ARM-based systems has expanded into the enterprise space, both

from a server infrastructure  and a network infrastructure standpoint. To support the

enterprise market, it was clear we needed a more aggressive development model to

deliver the most complete and competitive offering of FreeBSD.

ARM is short on in-house expertise with FreeBSD. We have many who have
an interest, but no real developmental expertise. With the advent of version 8
of the ARM architecture (which enables 64-bit support), we looked at ways of
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Following is a taxonomy of filesystem and storage development from 1979 to
the present, with the BSD Fast Filesystem as its focus. It describes the early per-
formance work done by increasing the disk blocksize and by being aware of 
the disk geometry and using that knowledge to optimize rotational layout.
With the abstraction of the geometry in the late 1980s and the ability of the
hardware to cache and handle multiple requests, filesystems performance
ceased trying to track geometry and instead sought to maximize performance
by doing contiguous file layout. Small file performance was optimized through
the use of techniques such as journaling and soft updates. By the late 1990s,
filesystems had to be redesigned to handle the ever-growing disk capacities.
The addition of snapshots allowed for faster and more frequent backups. Multi-
processing support got added to utilize all the CPUs found in the increasingly
ubiquitous multi-core processors. The increasingly harsh environment of the
Internet required greater data protection provided by access-control lists and
mandatory-access controls Ultimately the addition of metadata optimization
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